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Anarcho-Fascism
2017-09-08

anarcho fascism nature reborn deals with a multitude of important current issues and presents a controversial and constructive
starting point for an intellectual discussion on how the west can regain control of its own destiny the book can rightly be
described as a polemical pamphlet built on solid arguments and full of references to other works for those who wish to deepen
their knowledge of the subjects discussed the author does not shy away from issues that are considered taboo in contemporary
society as these subjects are crucial to future developments the title anarcho fascism might seem contradictory at first glance
bearing in mind the classical view on anarchism and fascism is there really anything that unites these ideologies and can offer
a solution to the problems facing the west based on the author s bachelor s thesis in political science the book goes beyond
the strict limits of ideologies and gives alternative answers to many questions it invites the reader to partake in a
discussion of the false perceptions that are influential today and what the consequences of this will be it also offers
possible solutions to avoid this likely future scenario

The Nature of Fascism
2013-10-11

the nature of fascism draws on the history of ideas as well as on political social and psychological theory to produce a
synthesis of ideas and approaches that will be invaluable for students roger griffin locates the driving force of fascism in a
distinctive form of utopian myth that of the regenerated national community destined to rise up from the ashes of a decadent
society he lays bare the structural affinity that relates fascism not only to nazism but to the many failed fascist movements
that surfaced in inter war europe and elsewhere and traces the unabated proliferation of virulent but thus far successfully
marginalized fascist activism since 1945

［新訳］大転換
2009-06-22

リーマン ショック以降急激に再注目される古典的名著の新訳 共同体的経済から自己調整的近代市場経済への枠組みの変転を描く 読みやすさに加え 訳注等も充実
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国体論及び純正社会主義
2008-09-10

日本はどうあるべき国家か その像を求めた昭和戦前期最大の問題作

Catholicism and Fascism in Europe 1918 - 1945
2015-05-01

die im vorliegenden band versammelten aufsätze analysieren die vielfältige art und weise wie der vatikan die nationalen kirchen
und einzelne katholiken mit dem aufstieg der extremen rechten in europa während der 1920er 1930er und frühen 1940er jahre
umgingen vom ende des ersten weltkriegs der mit recht als einer der wichtigsten katalysatoren des europäischen faschismus in
der zwischenkriegszeit gilt bis zum schluss und zu den unmittelbaren nachwirkungen des zweiten weltkriegs während einige
aufsätze sich auf theoretische methodologische probleme konzentrieren beschäftigen sich die meisten beiträge mit jeweils einem
land oder einer region wo eine faschistische bewegung oder ein solches regime zwischen den kriegen und während des zweiten
weltkriegs erfolgreich war und wo es gleichzeitig eine signifikante katholische präsenz in der gesellschaft gab fast ganz
europa wird behandelt ein beispielloses unternehmen und eine große zahl wichtiger kontexte und methoden wird untersucht so
wirken die beiträge mit an der allgemeinen entwicklung eines interpretativen cluster modells das eine reihe von grundmustern
der forschung vereinigt und zukünftige untersuchungen anregen wird the papers presented in this volume analyse the many ways in
which the vatican national churches and individual catholics dealt with the rise of the extreme right in europe throughout the
1920s 1930s and early 1940s from the end of the first world war arguably one of the main catalysts of european interwar fascism
to the conclusion and immediate aftermath of the second world war while a number of papers focus primarily on theoretical
methodological issues pertaining to the book s general theme the majority of papers focus on either a country or region where a
fascist movement or regime flourished between the wars and during the second world war and where there was a significant
catholic presence in society the various chapters cover almost the entire european continent an endeavour that is unprecedented
and they explore a wide range of relevant contexts and methodologies thus further contributing to the general development of an
interpretive cluster model that incorporates a series of investigative matrixes and that will hopefully inspire future research
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Fascism, Totalitarianism and Political Religion
2013-09-13

9 11 and its aftermath demonstrate the urgent need for political scientists and historians to unravel the tangled relationship
of secular ideologies and organized religions to political fanaticism this major new volume uses a series of case studies by
world experts to further our understanding of these complex issues they examine the connections between fascism political
religion and totalitarianism by exploring two inter war fascist regimes two abortive european movements and two post war
american extreme right wing movements with contrasting religious components a highlight of this collection is a fresh article
from emilio gentile recently awarded an international prize for his contributions to our appreciation of the central role
played by political religion in the modern age this is preceded by an editorial essay by roger griffin one of fascist studies
most original thinkers alongside these contributions the reader is presented with a wealth of work that redefines the complex
concept of totalitarian movement and our understanding of generic fascism taken as a whole it comprehensively analyses the
links between particular totalitarian movements and regimes and the concrete historical phenomena produced in the light of
current radical theories of fascism totalitarianism and political religion this book will be of great interest to all students
and scholars of international relations politics and contemporary history this volume was previously published as a special
issue of the journal totalitarian movements and political religions

Rethinking the History of Italian Fascism
2022-03-10

in the last years the discussion around what is fascism if this concept can be applied to present forms of politics and if its
seeds are still present today became central in the political debate this discussion led to a vast reconsideration of the
meaning and the experience of fascism in europe and is changing the ways in which scholars of different generations look at
this political ideology and come back to it and it is also changing the ways in which we consider the experience of italian
fascism in the european and global context the aim of the book is building a general history of fascism and its historiography
through the analysis of 13 different fundamental aspects which were at the core of fascist project or of fascist practices
during the regime each essay considers a specific and meaningful aspect of the history of italian fascism reflecting on it from
the vantage point of a case study the essays thus reinterrogates the history of fascism to understand in which way fascism was
able to mould the historical context in which it was born how and if it transformed political cultural social elements that
were already present in italy the themes considered are violence empire war politics economy religion culture but also
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antifascism and the impact of fascism abroad especially in the twenties and at the beginnings of the thirties the book could be
both used for a general public interested in the history of europe in the interwar period and for an academic and scholarly
public since the essays aim to develop a provocative reflection on their own area of research

Interpretations of Fascism
2017-07-05

this volume constitutes a survey of social science efforts to explain the fascist phenomenon attempts to adequately interpret
fascism have involved an inordinate number of social researchers and historians for an inordinate amount of time over the past
half century for all that we still find ourselves without a compelling account of the entire complex sequence fascism
constitutes a significant concern for students of contemporary politics to develop an intellectually defensible explanation of
the nature origins and development of italian fascism and german nazism remains a responsibility still outstanding
interpretations of fascism provides a review of the efforts that have been made to date to interpret and explain the phenomenon
it addresses itself specifically to those efforts undertaken to provide a social science explanation of mussolini s fascism
dealing wiht the special application of social science methods to a specific problem the book provides a special angle to
examine this ubiquitous system in a comparable context the book should be useful for college courses inb political theory
comparative politics democracy and dictatorship economic and political change and modern european history the new edition is
graced by a provocative lengthy new essay reviewing the literature from 1973 through 1996 as such it is an up to date
examination of fascism in our times professor gregor is careful to emphasize that fascist movements can thrive in confines far
beyond italy and germany it has found fertile soil from russia to africa in short gregor argues that this makes fascism a
movement that extends through political space no less than historical time the documentation of the book is now very rich with
a bibliographic review that can serve experts and generalists alike stanley g payne credits gregor with clearing away useless
obfuscatory theoretical debris claiming that gregor s book serves the study of fascist politics very well indeed and giuseppe
prezzolini introduced the italian language edition by noting that interpretations of fascism is rich in information and
scientifically precise in style a reflection of an intelligence that operates beyond passions

Modernism and Fascism
2007-05-22

intellectual debates surrounding modernity modernism and fascism continue to be active and hotly contested in this ambitious
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book renowned expert on fascism roger griffin analyzes western modernity and the regimes of mussolini and hitler and offers a
pioneering new interpretation of the links between these apparently contradictory phenomena

World Fascism [2 volumes]
2006-09-18

this book shows how during the 20th century evils such as totalitarianism tyranny war and genocide became indelibly linked to
the fascist cause and examines the enduring and popular appeal of an ideology that has counted princes poets and war heroes
among its most fervent adherents from the followers of hajj amin al husseini the arab leader who met with adolf hitler in
november 1942 to the murderous death squads of the croatian ustasha to certain members of the british establishment fascism s
heady brew of extreme nationalism and revolutionary violence has attracted followers from across all religions races and
classes now widely reviled fascism became an immensely powerful political force in western europe throughout the 1930s and into
the 1940s how did civilized nations like italy germany austria and others succumb to an ideology now regarded by the political
mainstream as barbarous and beyond the pale world fascism a historical encyclopedia covers all the key personalities and
movements throughout the history of fascism and brings to light some of the ideology s lesser known aspects from hindu
extremists in india to the influential role of certain women in fascist movements how did an ideology which was openly boastful
of its belief in violence come to seduce the elites of some of the most civilized nations on earth what can explain fascism s
enduring appeal

Morality Wars
2015-11-17

is patriotism a good thing in an empire did general petraeus betray us or did moveon does morality often serve immoral purposes
morality wars shows us how to understand the subtext of these questions and of all the debates about moral values and liberal
versus conservative ideology derber and magrass show that the moral problem today is not just lying but immoral morality doing
evil in the name of good e g bush preemptively invading iraq to spread liberty the authors explore three ancient codes of
immoral morality frighteningly resurrected in america today those of empire the politically correct and the born again although
the right today has recrafted historic arguments that empires bring peace and fundamentalists battle moral decay the authors
show the democratic party and the left have their own im with democrats supporting empire and the left its own political
correctness america s political divide today is a backlash to the progressive revolution of the 1960s and 1970s secular antiwar
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and feminist that created a radical break from traditional values and set the stage for current morality wars in the spirit of
de tocqueville this powerful book offers a rich and vivid portrait of america s political landscape exploring ideas that can
help move the nation to a new morality and politics

A Fascist Century
2008-08-20

ten essays on the nature of fascism by a leading scholar in the field focusing on how to understand and apply fascist ideology
to various movements since the twentieth century mussolini s prophesied fascist century includes studies of fascism s attempted
temporal revolution nazism as extended case study and fascism s postwar evolution

British Fascism, 1918-39
2000

this clear balanced survey provides an accessible guide to the essential features of british fascism in the inter war period
with a special attention to fascism and culture the book explores the various definitions of fascism and analyzes the origins
of british fascism fascist parties groups and membership and british fascist anti semitism

Nordic Fascism
2022-12-09

nordic fascism is the first comprehensive history in english of fascism in the nordic countries transnational cooperation
between radical nationalists has especially been the case in sweden denmark norway and finland where fascism has not only
developed through interdependent processes but also through interactions between and beyond national boundaries and where
racial relationship has been a core argument with chapters ranging from the inception of fascism in the interwar years up to
the present day this book offers the first fragments of an entangled history of nordic fascism it illuminates how the north
occupies a special place in the fascist imagination articulating ideas about the nordic people resisting the supposed cultural
degeneration replacement or annihilation of the white race the authors map ideological exchange between fascist organisations
in the nordic countries and outline past and present attempts at pan nordic state building this book will appeal to scholars of
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fascism and nordic history and readers interested in the general history of fascism

Perversions of Fascism
2018-04-17

contemporary versions of evil demonise modern fascists totalitarian threats and hitlers as if not obscure enough fascist evil
has been equivocally linked with perversion this book reveals that both fascism and perversion implicate the non symbolisable
kernel in politics which becomes the source of their mystification it argues that the fascist does not take the same discursive
position as the pervert does regarding this symbolic gap the author develops a new rhetoric de pathologised and de ideologised
regarding the structure of the so called pervert introducing new vocabularies and directions for psychoanalytic research that
further distance the pervert or whom he calls the extra ordinary subject from fascist politics and instead exposes his
diachronic fascist isolation from the social edifice this reveals the fruitful alternatives that can stem from a return to
freud cum lacan which supports a flexible on going reformulation of psychoanalytic knowledge

Fascism Past and Present, West and East
2006-04-27

in the opinion of some historians the era of fascism ended with the deaths of mussolini and hitler yet the debate about its
nature as a historical phenomenon and its value as a term of historical analysis continues to rage with ever greater intensity
each major attempt to resolve it producing different patterns of support dissent and even hostility from academic colleagues
nevertheless a number of developments since 1945 not only complicate the methodological and definitional issues even further
but make it ever more desirable that politicians journalists lawyers and the general public can turn to experts for a
heuristically useful and broadly consensual definition of the term these developments include the emergence of a highly
prolific european new right the rise of radical right populist parties the flourishing of ultra nationalist movements in the
former soviet empire the radicalization of some currents of islam and hinduism into potent political forces and the upsurge of
religious terrorism most monographs and articles attempting to establish what is meant by fascism are written from a unilateral
authoritative perspective and the intense academic controversy the term provokes has to be gleaned from reviews and conference
discussions the uniqueness of this book is that it provides exceptional insights into the cut and thrust of the controversy as
it unfolds on numerous fronts simultaneously clarifying salient points of difference and moving towards some degree of
consensus twenty nine established academics were invited to engage with an article by roger griffin one of the most influential
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theorists in the study of generic fascism in the anglophone world the resulting debate progressed through two rounds of
critique and reply forming a fascinating patchwork of consensus and sometimes heated disagreement in a spin off from the
original discussion of griffin s concept of fascism a second exchange documented here focuses on the issue of fascist ideology
in contemporary russia this collection is essential reading for all those who realize the need to provide the term fascism with
theoretical rigor analytical precision and empirical content despite the complex issues it raises and for any specialist who
wants to participate in fascist studies within an international forum of expertise the book will change the way in which
historians and political scientists think about fascism and make the debate about the threat it poses to infant democracies
like russia more incisive not just for academics but for politicians journalists and the wider public

Genocide and Fascism
2008-09-25

this book investigates how fascism as an ideology and political praxis reconfigured the ideological political and moral
landscape of interwar europe generating an atmosphere of extreme license that facilitated the leap into eliminationist violence
it demonstrates how fascist ideology linked the prospect of violent cleansing to utopias of national racial regeneration thus
encouraging and legitimizing targeted hatred against particular others it also shows how the diffusion and internationalization
of fascism in the 1930s produced a sense of a revolutionary new beginning and created a transnational fascist new order in
which nazi germany came to occupy a potent position of authority the book analyzes how the eliminationist initiative and
precedent of nazi germany became a second license that empowered fascist regimes across europe to embark on their own
eliminationist projects with diminished accountability finally it examines how this license enhanced by the actions of fascists
and the collapse of order caused by world war two released individuals and communities from the burden of legal and moral
accountability turning them into accomplishes in the most wide brutal and devastating genocidal campaign that the continent had
ever experienced

Contemporary British Fascism
2016-02-02

for the first time since the 1970s when the national front became britain s fourth largest political party the recent electoral
success of the british national party has put britain s extreme right back on the political map nigel copsey provides a clear
and comprehensive analysis of the history of the british national party and its struggle for political legitimacy with far
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right parties enjoying unprecedented success across europe this book also locates its subject in the broader international
context

The Civic Foundations of Fascism in Europe
2019-01-29

a historical look at the emergence of fascism in europe drawing on a gramscian theoretical perspective and development a
systematic comparative approach the civic foundations of fascism in europe italy spain and romania 1870 1945 challenges the
received tocquevillian consensus on authoritarianism by arguing that fascist regimes just like mass democracies depended on
well organized rather than weak and atomized civil societies in making this argument the book focuses on three crucial cases of
inter war authoritarianism italy spain and romania selected because they are all counter intuitive from the perspective of
established explanations while usefully demonstrating the range of fascist outcomes in interwar europe civic foundations argues
that in all three cases fascism emerged because the rapid development of voluntary associations combined with weakly developed
political parties among the dominant class thus creating a crisis of hegemony riley then traces the specific form that this
crisis took depending on the form of civil society development autonomous as in italy elite dominated as in spain or state
dominated as in romania in the nineteenth century

The Culture of Japanese Fascism
2009-04-13

this bold collection of essays demonstrates the necessity of understanding fascism in cultural terms rather than only or even
primarily in terms of political structures and events contributors from history literature film art history and anthropology
describe a culture of fascism in japan in the decades preceding the end of the asia pacific war in so doing they challenge past
scholarship which has generally rejected descriptions of pre 1945 japan as fascist the contributors explain how a fascist
ideology was diffused throughout japanese culture via literature popular culture film design and everyday discourse alan
tansman s introduction places the essays in historical context and situates them in relation to previous scholarly inquiries
into the existence of fascism in japan several contributors examine how fascism was understood in the 1930s by for example
influential theorists an antifascist literary group and leading intellectuals responding to capitalist modernization others
explore the idea that fascism s solution to alienation and exploitation lay in efforts to beautify work the workplace and
everyday life still others analyze the realization of and limits to fascist aesthetics in film memorial design architecture
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animal imagery a military museum and a national exposition contributors also assess both manifestations of and resistance to
fascist ideology in the work of renowned authors including the nobel prize winning novelist and short story writer kawabata
yasunari and the mystery writers edogawa ranpo and hamao shirō in the work of these final two the tropes of sexual perversity
and paranoia open a new perspective on fascist culture this volume makes japanese fascism available as a critical point of
comparison for scholars of fascism worldwide the concluding essay models such work by comparing spanish and japanese fascisms
contributors noriko aso michael baskett kim brandt nina cornyetz kevin m doak james dorsey aaron gerow harry harootunian
marilyn ivy angus lockyer jim reichert jonathan reynolds ellen schattschneider aaron skabelund akiko takenaka alan tansman
richard torrance keith vincent alejandro yarza

The Modern Revival of Gnosticism and Thomas Mann's Doktor Faustus
2002

this study explores the reappearance of gnostic themes across the landscape of european literature and thought and in major
works by thomas mann

Against Race
2000

he argues that the triumph of the image spells death to politics and reduces people to mere symbols book jacket

Social Mentality in Contemporary Japan
2016-06

現代日本社会を鋭く読み解いた好著 現代日本の 社会の心 計量社会意識論 有斐閣 2014年 の待望の英語翻訳版

Fascism, Anti-Fascism and Britain in the 1940s
2016-01-20
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despite the second world war and the holocaust postwar britain was not immune to fascism by 1948 a large and confident fascist
movement had been established with a strong network of local organisers and public speakers and an audience of thousands
however within two years the fascists had collapsed under the pressure of a successful anti fascist campaign this book explains
how it was that fascism could grow so fast and how it then went into decline

The Fascist Party and Popular Opinion in Mussolini's Italy
2012-07-19

contradicts the current orthodoxy that there was a generalised popular consensus for the fascist regime and for mussolini s
rule at least until the disasters of the second world war demonstrates that there was widespread and mounting hostility to the
regime among large sections of the population even in the 1930s

Fascism in Europe
2020-09-10

what was fascism why did it gain support between the wars and could it happen again this collection of essays published in 1981
by leading authorities on the subject offers a comprehensive study of european fascism with a detailed analysis of its roots
its extraordinary strength between the two world wars and its prospects in modern europe the essays discuss the economic
political and social conditions out of which individual fascist movements arose the crucial problem of why a few fascist
parties succeeded but most failed the essays on italy germany and spain examine the continuities and contradictions between the
fascist movements in opposition and the fascist regimes in power the introductory and conclusive essays are concerned with the
overall problem of the historical nature of the fascist phenomenon but all the papers address themselves directly to this theme
testing the generalizations made by social scientists against the historical experiences of individual countries besides italy
and germany which harboured the major fascist movements the countries discussed range from those with traditional parliamentary
democracies such as england france belgium and norway to the new states which emerged from the collapse of the central european
empires such as austria hungary romania and poland originally published in 1968 under the title european fascism this survey
acquired a worldwide reputation for its excellent and wide ranging account of the history role and functions of fascism in
europe the present edition contains six new or wholly re written essays and three substantially revised ones
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The Politics of Replacement
2023-12-01

the politics of replacement explores current demographic conspiracy theories and their entanglement with different forms of
racism and exclusionary politics such as sexism the book focuses on population replacement conspiracy theories that is those
imaginaries and discourses centered on the idea that the national population is under threat of being overtaken or even wiped
out by those considered as alien to the nation and that this is the result of concerted efforts by elites replacement
conspiracy theories are on the rise again from eurabia fantasies to renaud camus the great replacement white supremacist
discourses are thriving and increasingly broadcasting in mainstream venues to account for their rise and spread this edited
volume brings together research on various dimensions of population replacement conspiracy theories different theoretical and
methodological approaches different social scientific and humanities inter disciplinary backgrounds different geographical case
studies across europe north america southeast asia and oceania different time periods medieval archives colonial archives nazi
archives postcolonial migrations post 9 11 and different forms of racialization and racisms islamophobia antisemitism racism
against migrants and refugees it also explores the entanglement of population replacement discourse with gendered violence the
book is organized into four sections 1 exploring the historical background of the current rise of demographic conspiracy
theories 2 tracing the neoliberal governmentalities in and through which replacement discourse operates 3 analyzing the
particularly intense focus on the threat of muslims in contemporary replacement conspiracy theories and 4 investigating the
connection between replacement conspiracies gender and violence this title is essential reading for scholars journalists and
activists interested in the contemporary far right conspiracy theories and racisms

Superman Supreme
2014-02-25

the supremacy of the global fascist superman never became a reality but was certainly an intention this work explores the use
of the image of the male body in european american and asian fascism of varying degrees and various interpretations and the
differences and similarities involved
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Norse Revival
2016-01-12

norse revival offers a thorough investigation of germanic neopaganism asatru through an international and comprehensive
historical perspective it traces germanic neopaganism s genesis in german ultra nationalist and occultist movements around 1900
based on ethnographic research of contemporary groups in germany scandinavia and north america the book examines this
alternative neopagan religion s transformations towards respectability and mainstream thought after the 1970s it asks which
regressive and progressive elements of a national romantic discourse on norse myth have shaped germanic neopaganism it
demonstrates how these ambiguous ideas about nordic myth permeate general discourses on race religion gender sexuality and
aesthetics ultimately norse revival raises the question whether norse mythology can be freed from its reactionary ideological
baggage

Bodies Under Siege
2023-06-06

think today s anti abortion ideas are rooted in religious prohibitions or arguments about where life begins wrong today s anti
abortion movements is largely financed and planned by far right extremists many of them are avowedly fascist and white
supremacist afraid of a great replacement of the world s white population by other races who are working hard to reshape
governments and policies across europe north america and around the world much of this far right organizing and funding network
however has been overlooked by today s feminist and left movements as investigative journalist sian norris uncovers here it is
through attacking abortion rights that fascist ideas from the dark web incel chat boards and fringe organizations comes to
enter mainstream debate and to then shape governmental policy across europe from authoritarian regimes like hungary s to
liberal democracies like britain as norris goes undercover at anti abortion activist meetings and pieces together the money
trail linking american think tanks to far right fascist groups she maps out the pipeline by which fascism has become
respectable across the global north by taking away women s reproductive rights and autonomy

Lost Imperium
2020-08-05
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this book examines for the first time the role of britain s empire in far right thought between 1920 and 1980 throughout these
turbulent decades upheaval in the empire combined with declining british world power was frequently discussed and reflected
upon in far right publications as were radical policies designed to revitalise british imperialism drawing on the case studies
of ireland india palestine kenya and rhodesia lost imperium argues that imperialism provided a frame through which ideas at the
core of far right thinking could be advocated nationalism racism conspiracy theory antisemitism and anti communism the far
right s opposition to imperial decline ultimately reflected more than just a desire to reverse the fortunes of the british
empire it was also a crucial means of promoting central ideological values by analysing far right imperial thought we are able
to understand how they interacted with mainstream ideas of british imperialism during the twentieth century while also
promoting their own uniquely racist violent and authoritarian vision of empire this book will be of interest to students and
scholars of british fascism empire imperialism racial and ethnic studies and political history

The Body of Nature and Culture
2008-10-14

this book explores the relationship of human bodies with natural and cultural environments arguing that these categories are
linked and intertwined it argues for an environmentally sustainable and healthy relationship between the body and the earth

The Apprentice’s Sorcerer
2009-11-23

this book contends incisively that fascism far from being the antithesis of liberalism ought to be seen centrally as an effort
to unknot the longue durée tangle of the liberal order as it finally collided head on with mass democracy

The Fascist Revolution
2022-01-04

originally published by howard fertig inc under the title the fascist revolution toward a general theory of fascism copyright
Ã1999 by george l mosse
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Imagining Fascism
2007

the role and influence of intellectuals is one of the flashpoints in the recurring debate on the nature and dimensions of
french fascism at the forefront of this debate are a group of emerging writers collectively known as the young right though
thoroughly schooled in the reactionary nationalism of charles maurras action francaise whose orbit they entered in the early
1930s they were soon seduced by the mobilizing force of neighboring fascist movements and regimes led by two precocious
literary talents robert brasillach and thierry maulnier the young right set themselves to rejuvenating french nationalism and
winning a place for france in an emerging new europe their project an attempt to graft lessons from foreign sources onto a
native language of french generational and cultural politics was one of several efforts to create a distinctive french fascism

Motorsport and Fascism
2022-04-28

this book is the first english language study of motorsport and italian fascism arguing that a synergy existed between motor
racing and fascism that did not exist with other sports motorsport was able to bring together the two dominant and often
opposed cultural roots of fascism the futurism of f t marinetti and the decadence associated with gabriele d annunzio the book
traces this cultural convergence through a topical study of motorsport in the 1920s and 1930s placing it in the context of the
history of sport under mussolini s regime chapters discuss the centrality of speed and death in fascist culture the attempt to
transform rome into a motorsport capital the architectural and ideological function of the monza and tripoli and autodromes and
two chapters on the importance of the mille miglia a genuine fascist artefact that became one of the most legendary motor races
of all time

Donatello Among the Blackshirts
2005

focuses on the appropriation of visual elements of the classical medieval and renaissance past in mussolini s italy
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Visualizing Fascism
2020-03-13

visualizing fascism argues that fascism was not merely a domestic menace in a few european nations but arose as a genuinely
global phenomenon in the early twentieth century contributors use visual materials to explore fascism s populist appeal in
settings around the world including china japan south africa slovakia and spain this visual strategy allows readers to see the
transnational rise of the right as it fed off the agitated energies of modernity and mobilized shared political and aesthetic
tropes this volume also considers the postwar aftermath as antifascist art forms were depoliticized and repurposed in the west
more commonly analyses of fascism focus on italy and germany alone and on institutions like fascist parties but that approach
truncates our understanding of the way fascism was indebted to colonialism and internationalism with all their attendant
grievances and aspirations using photography graphic arts architecture monuments and film rather than written documents alone
produces a portable concept of fascism useful for grappling with the upsurge of the global right a century ago and today
contributors nadya bair paul d barclay ruth ben ghiat maggie clinton geoff eley lutz koepnick ethan mark bertrand metton lorena
rizzo julia adeney thomas claire zimmerman

White Riot
2011-07-01

from the clash to los crudos skinheads to afro punks the punk rock movement has been obsessed by race and yet the connections
have never been traced in a comprehensive way white riot is a definitive study of the subject collecting first person writing
lyrics letters to zines and analyses of punk history from across the globe this book brings together writing from leading
critics such as greil marcus and dick hebdige personal reflections from punk pioneers such as jimmy pursey darryl jenifer and
mimi nguyen and reports on punk scenes from toronto to jakarta

Liberal Fascism
2009-01-29

today the word fascist is usually an insult aimed at those on the right from neocons to big business but what does it really
mean what if the true heirs to fascism were actually those who thought of themselves as being terribly nice and progressive the
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liberals jonah goldberg s excoriating opinion driving us bestseller explains why here he destroys long held myths to reveal why
the most insidious attemps to control our lives originate from the left whether it s smoking bans or security cameras
journeying through history and across culture he uses surprising examples ranging from woodrow wilson s police state to the
clinton personality cult the military chic of 60s student radicals to hollywood s totalitarian aesthetics to show that it is
modern progressivism and not conservatism that shares the same intellectual roots as fascism this angry funny smart and
contentious book looks behind the friendly face of the well meaning liberal and turns our preconceptions inside out
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